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Goals of this meeting

Clinical goal:

Can “genome profiles…. assess individual risk for 

disease based on the combination of genetic 

variation at multiple loci.”

Scientific goal:

What  “scientific foundation for using personal 

genome files for risk assessment, health promotion 

and disease prevention.”

Focus: “actionable information”



CRC Prevention

Background

CRC in USA

•150,000 cases/yr

•50,000 deaths/yr

Risk over lifetime  

•M: 5.7% incidence (2.3% death)  

•F:  5.2% (2.1%)

Other 

•90% of CRC occur >50y.o.

•Only 1/3 detected at „curable‟ stage

•adenomatous polyp common (30-50% >50y.o.)

•chemoprevention has limited role



CRC Prevention:  What clinical questions 

and what kinds of „risk‟; can genomics help
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3. What risk of CRC in future, over next X years? 

(e.g., after colonoscopy/polypectomy)



CRC Prevention:  What clinical questions 

and what kinds of „risk‟; can genomics help

Clinical questions

1. What risk of CRC over lifetime?

2. What risk of CRC now? 

3. What risk of CRC in future, over next X years? 

(e.g., after colonoscopy/polypectomy)

For each question, consider:

•importance

•current approach (actions based on risk)

•potential of genomics   



1. What risk of CRC over lifetime?

There are 3 risk groups:

High

Average

Low



1. What risk of CRC over lifetime?

High Risk (e.g., APC/FAP)

Definition  

autosomal dominant (chrom. 5); small N

Importance 

biology: elucidate biology of „common CRC‟

clinical: ~get CRC in 20s

Approach

colectomy; action based on FH (though few have no 

FH), sigmoidoscopy

Potential of genomics in 2008

limited



1. What risk of CRC over lifetime?

Average Risk

Importance

big N

Approach: 

screening (early detection)

•colonoscopy, FOBT, sigmoidoscopy

•screen >age 50

•target: „early CRC‟, „advanced adenoma‟

Potential of genomics in 2008

sort out, among „average‟, who has higher/lower risk

(„tailoring‟)
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We already do some „tailoring‟ in CRC screening.

What lessons?
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1. What risk of CRC over lifetime?

Average Risk

We already do some „tailoring‟ in CRC screening.

What lessons?

How do we manage ‘family history’?

Tailoring is based not on „genomics‟, but genomics 

would give same kind of information about risk.



Family history: It‟s a gigantic mess.

Table summarizes different groups‟ recommendations

From Ransohoff D. Gastroenterology 2005;128:1685-95 



Can stool DNA test detect CRC?

Answer: 

1. Yes, but not well:  sensitivity 51%; specificity 95%

•a lot better than fecal occult blood testing

•but test is expensive

2. SO can biological approach be improved?
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Can stool DNA test detect CRC?

Answer: 

1. Yes, but not well:  sensitivity 51%; specificity 95%

•a lot better than fecal occult blood testing

•but test is expensive

2. SO can biological approach be improved?

Improvement is based on non-Vogelgram genomics! 
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Mother Nature fools us again!
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Goals of this meeting: 

what research agenda for CRC

1. Is field of CRC prevention „ready‟ for genomic 

information about risk?

•no quantitative conceptual framework

•„family history‟ situation illustrates not only lack of

data, but also lack of framework to handle it 

2. HOWEVER, one potential use of genomic information 

about lifetime risk that is clinically important: 

•Can a low -risk group be identified that does not 
need screening?



This potential use is neat, clean, 

clinically important



This potential use is: neat, clean, 

clinically important

.. and meets Khoury criteria     (Genomics 2008)
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